In any fluid or solid condensed phase, instantaneous atomic positions can be resolved into a combination of' inherent packing and of vibrational deformation components. In principle the latter can be removed by quenching the system by «mass-weighted) steepest descent on the potential-energy hypersurface. Inherent structures generated this way for a noble-gas model potential have been structurally analyzed, starting both from homogeneous liquid and from heterogeneous crystal-plusliquid states. Quenched configurations from the homogeneous liquid show that the icosahedral mode of atom coordination is rare; instead, the more appropriate description of inherent structural disorder for the model appears to be variation of coordination number from its most probable value 12. In the case of heterogeneous systems, steepest-descent quenching induces a substantial tendency toward epitaxial crystal grow'th, incorporating point defects and stacking faults. Nevertheless, mechanically stable packings with side-by-side coexistence of crystalline and amorphous regions still can arise, with energy suggesting that the bonding between the two types of domains is weak.
I. INTRODUCTION
The distinct condensed phases crystal, liquid, and amorphous solid differ markedly in appearance and in measurable properties. Yet for any given substance a common set of interactions at the atomic or molecular level underlies all of these phases. This paper has as its aim the exploration of that underlying unity, using molecular-dynamics computer simulation to examine quenches (mechanically stable particle packings} that relate respectively to the various condensed phases of a simple model atomic substance.
Crystalline periodic order permits profound conceptual insights and simplifications in solid-state theory. By contrast, noncrystalline liquid and solid phases present theory with a complicating and bewildering array of structural and kinetic characteristics. ' Questions continue to arise about how best to describe and to classify the nonrepeating arrangements of atoms in these amorphous states, and how to understand their relation to periodic crystalline order. ' Our approach has utilized a steepestdescent construction on the potential-energy hypersurface that uniquely maps any atomic configuration onto a nearby potential-energy minimum. ' The resulting particle packings, prepared from several distinct initial states, have been geometrica11y analyzed in ways selected to help clarify some of the above issues.
Let xj,rz, . . . , x~be atomic positions, and suppose that 4(ri, ri, . . . , rz) represents the potential of interaction.
Starting with any initial (s=O} configuration of atoms, the coupled steepest descent equations dr~(s)lds = - Vj@(ri,ri, . . . , r~) have a solution which convergcs in the s~+ ao limit to the relevant 4 minimum. All starting configurations which converge to a specific minimum (atom packing} define a connected "basin" surrounding that minimum. By this means, any system configuration can be uniquely resolved into the relevant packing geometry, plus a "vibrational" distortion that has displaced the system from the basin minimum. This formal separation procedure is u(1) =uii(1)=0, u (2'/') = u", (2'")= -1, u'(2'") =u'"(2'")=0 .
(1.6)
The function u is superior to uLi in describing the heavier noble gases in that it correctly leads to the face-centeredcubic crystal as its absolute 4 minimum, while uL& leads to the hexagonal close-packed structure. ' The fact that u vanishes identically beyond distance a Thus, any and all particles lying closer to a given particle than r are to be regarded as its nearest neighbors. The first-and second-neighbor shells in the fcc lattice at this density occur at distances 1. 0987 and 1.5538, respectively, so the criterion correctly assigns precisely 12 neighbors to each particle in the crystal. (1) g (r~12, 12) has the highest first-neighbor peak.
(2) Considering peaks beyond that for nearest neighbors, g (r~12, 12) has the most prominent (its third peak, with value exceeding 2).
(3) The first four peaks of g(r~12, 12) occur at distances roughly in the ratios 1, 2', 3', 2 that appear as successive coordination shell positions in the fcc structure (and also as some of the hcp successive shells).
In another. For example, g(r~11,13) seems to show the same features as g(r~12, 12) but in a much diminished way. In the case of g(r~12, 13) the "extra" particle shows up as a small shoulder on the large-r side of the first peak, and apparently perturbs local order at yet larger r; this is even more evident for g (r~13,13). This indicates that the crystalline-amorphous interface is energetically unfavorable, and may be evidence that the The perfect fcc crystal fits into this box without strain, oriented so that 18 close-packed layers (each containing 56 particles) stack perpendicular to the z axis.
In order to search for inhomogeneous packings, a contiguous subset (slab) of the 18 close-packed layers was held fixed while the remaining particles were subjected to high-temperature ( T& 5) molecular dynamics for a period sufficient to disrupt their periodic order. The resulting configuration was then used as the starting point for a steepest-descent mapping Eq. (1.1) that involved moving all 1008 particles to the relevant 4 minimum. Trials of this sort were attempted in which 4, 9, and 14 contiguous planes were held fixed.
In those cases with 9 or 14 of the close-packed (111) planes initially fixed, and occasionally with 4 planes fixed, we found that the system recrystallized during the steepest descent mapping. This is not to say that the perfect fcc crystal reappeared, but the crystalline structure that spontaneously formed contained stacking faults (in all cases) and point defects (usually) . Figure 9 shows a side view of one of these defective crystals. Evidently epitaxial regrowth has easily overcome the disorder introduced in the relatively narrow space between the initially constrained layers. When only four layers are fixed there is a reasonable chance that an inhomogeneous packing will emerge from the steepest-descent mapping. Figure 10 bond between the two regions is mechanically weak.
Although it is desirable to check the 1008-particle packings for stability as before with 256 particles, the Hessian matrix is too large to diagona1ize conveniently. Fortunately another option exists. The inhoxnogeneous packing in Fig. 10 
